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Introduction
Purpose of the workshop 

♦ The purpose of the workshop is to use elements of song, rhythm and 
movement to explore and enhance map-reading skills. 

Objectives 
♦By the end of the workshop, teachers will 

∗Understand the difference between locomotor and axial movement; 
∗Be able to organize, lead and facilitate movement activities that allow 

students to experience the joy of exploring time, space and energy, and 
help them understand the relationship to the written, symbolic 
representation; 

∗Know how to choose rhythms and music appropriate to curriculum; 
∗Identify and facilitate elements of good listening and teamwork; 
∗Help students understand the connection between movement in space and the 

symbolic drawing. 

Rationale 
♦Learning through music and rhythmic movement draws on students’ kinesthetic 

intelligence, deepens understanding and retention.  Joyful, energetic, 
collaborative activities are powerful motivators for learning. 

Overview of workshop and resource packet 

Ohio Standards Addressed in the Workshop Learning Activities 

“Traffic Regulations”- listening/moving with attention and respect 
♦Rules of safe and respectful behavior 
♦Personal space – no touching unless specifically requested 
♦Signal – “stop, look and listen” – cue for listening, regrouping 

∗Train whistle, police whistle 
∗Percussion instrument 
∗Silently raise hand 
∗Harmonica chord 
∗Clapping a rhythm which requires an echo  
∗Call and response – i.e. “A-go / A-mé” or, “kids are ya ready? / 1, 2, 3!” 

♦Expectations for behavior, consequences for not meeting them 
♦Make a distinction between regular learning time and music time 
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Learning Activities
# 1: “Go–Stop–Melt”- Generating directions, speeds, facings 

!Description – This game is an introduction to moving in and through space. 
♦Teacher has only three words to say:  Go, Stop, Melt 

∗Go = locomotion, travel from here to there 
∗Stop = Freeze, be a statue 
∗Melt = axial movement, slow, spirals, ooze (see page 11) 

♦As you watch class work with these ideas, make suggestions 
∗Game is done in total silence (except for the teacher’s voice) 
∗Can you find a different method? (run, skip, hop, roll) 
∗Can you go another direction? (backwards, sideward, turning) 
∗Can move barely perceptibly when you melt? 
∗When you move, can you notice the others? 
∗Progression and Variations 

°If game is going well, let students call out signals 
°Interaction between students indicates a new level of awareness 
°Try with no verbal/audible signal– just feel the changes 

!Notes to teacher: 
♦Remember the importance of sound and silence, movement and stillness. 
♦Ask for different ways to travel (walk, giant step, gallop, run). 
♦Observe/comment on speed (fast, medium, slow), relate to music terminology: 

"Allegro (happy) 
"Vivace (lively) 
"Andante (walking 
"Moderato (moderate) 

♦Make a list of directions (forward, sideward, backwards, turn). 
∗What part of my body leads the movement?  (body facing) 

!Reflection – consider curriculum connections and adaptations: 
♦How is this activity useful in teaching students about following directions? 
♦Have the students learned anything about each other? 
♦How could this be adapted for other grades? time constraints? simplified and 

modified for other populations? 

# 2: “Round & Round the Circle” - Understanding place in space 
♦Instructions – This activity addresses timing – being late, early or on time. 

∗Sit in a circle, sing song and draw large circles in the air 
°At the end of the song, place hands in lap 

∗Have one child go around the perimeter of the circle, return home at end 
°Others continue seated activity, find new way to draw circle with body 

∗Every second child stands, goes around circle – try to “get home on time” 
°Based on previous game, what ways can you travel around circle? 
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∗Try having everyone move and everyone arrive “home” by the last note 
°Each has to return to his previous place – remember the location 

∗Introduce Compass Points – describe in terms of North-South-East-West 
°Instead of a circle, can you (the group) form a different shape? 

"Line (straight - parallel to the walls) 
"Diagonal - cutting across the room, corner to corner 
"Cross - a plus sign 
"An X - a railroad crossing sign 
"An arrow pointing North 

!Suggestions to the teacher 
♦Talk about timing, being on time, getting home on time, being late/early 
♦Formation, precision requires observation, teamwork and adjustment 
♦Show, draw, discuss the Compass Rose 

!Reflection 
♦What other subjects could you use this activity to explore? 
♦How does it feel to “nail it” – get there exactly on time?  Be late? Early? 

# 3: “Come Follow” - Locomotion - Points North (Quick Reaction) 
!Procedure - This activity studies the relationship between Time - Space – Energy. 

♦Learn song by tapping a steady beat on lap while teacher sings 
♦Find a different speed to beat, but still at a steady rate 

∗Students will discover three speeds of beat – slow, medium, fast 
"Half note – slow (larger than the beat – a “multiple”) 
"Quarter note – medium (the “beat” – the standard measure) 
"Eighth note – fast (“subdivision” of the beat) 

♦Sing song at the same tempo and walk each of these three rates of speed  
♦Count how many steps are required to finish song 

"At the rate of half notes = 8 
"At the rate of quarter notes = 16 
"At the rate of eighth notes = 32 

♦Quick Reaction Game – in trios - Decide who will move 1st, 2nd, 3rd 

∗First person steps entire song alone, choosing one steady beat 
°At the end, he has to end up facing and pointing North 

∗Second person follows, stepping a different speed (note value) 
°In the end, he has to end up facing & pointing North 

∗Third person has no choice, has to step using the remaining speed 
°Arrive in same row as partners, face and point North by end of song 

♦Have a short discussion with your trio about how the process went. 
!Comments to the teacher 

♦Discuss North-South-East-West as the Cardinal Directions. 
♦Body Facing - could you do this activity and end up facing south?  Southeast? 
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♦This song is a canon - how can you vary the activity to hear the parts overlap? 
!Reflection 

♦When were you the most involved in the activities?  Least? 
♦What effect could a Quick Reaction game have on student learning? 

# 4: “To Stop the Train”- Counting beats, finding phrases, changing directions 
!Directions – This activity helps relate the musical phrase to the spoken word. 

♦Write words for the British sign on the board and explain the origins 
∗“TO STOP THE TRAIN IN CASES OF EMERGENCY PULL ON THE 

CHAIN PENALTY FOR IMPROPER USE FIVE POUNDS” [sic] 
♦Teach song with gestures on key words 

"Stop 
"Train 
"Emergency 
"Pull on the chain 
"Penalty 
"5 Pounds 

♦Decide on a steady beat (which rate of speed?) and count the beats 
∗Sing while stepping beats 

♦Divide song into phrases.  What constitutes a phrase? How many phrases? 
∗Sing and change direction for every new phrase 

°Show change of direction by changing the angle on the floor 
°Show change by changing body facing 
°Show change by moving a different locomotor movement 
°Show change by changing levels 

♦Sing in canon, to show overlap of phrases and musical structure 
!Reminders to the teacher 

♦A musical phrase is like a sentence 
♦The division of this song into phrases can be determined musically or verbally 
♦When you sing in canon, all levels are important – the beat, tempo, and phrase 

!Reflection 
♦Do these activities suggest connections to other curriculum areas? 
♦How could this activity be valuable in the classroom? 

# 5:  “The Road Map” - Final Project 
!Steps towards the final project – this activity pulls together all previous exercises. 

♦Divide class into groups of 5 or 6 
♦Each group must create a map and set of instructions including a “key” 

∗Map must include: 
"A compass rose 
"A floor plan (can be prepared in advance) 
"Diagram of the route to be taken 
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"Starting place and final destination 
"How far to go 

∗Set of instructions must include: 
"Beginning and ending 
"Distance to travel in each direction 
"Which direction to go – North, South, East, West 
"How many steps (or beats) to travel in each direction 

♦Group must be able to travel their “route” while singing “To Stop the Train” 
♦Sharing:  one group at a time, everyone else watch and support by singing 
♦Grand Finale 

∗All sing together and draw your map in the air 
∗All groups perform together, simultaneously 
∗All groups perform together, in canon 

°Decide how many times to repeat the pattern 
°Decide whether to retrace steps or take time to return to starting place? 

!More possibilities to consider 
♦Would you agree to “stop signs?” 
♦Would you allow change of body facing? 
♦Have several “dress rehearsals” where everyone gets to do their map at the same 

time, singing together 
♦If there’s time, exchange maps and directions – let someone else decipher it 
♦Could you include different movement qualities, axial and locomotor? 

!Reflection/Adaptation/Discussion 
♦What social skills does this activity require students to practice? 
♦How will you find music that can work for these kinds of activities? 
♦How would these activities work with recorded music? 
♦How will these activities help students follow directions? 

Closure
Summary of workshop content, discussion, feedback 

Extensions – how could this work be expanded to other topics? 
♦What songs do you know that you could use this way? 
♦How could these activities be used to teach other subjects? 
♦Global Positioning:  History and Social Implications 
♦Treasure Hunt:  Algebra and Graphing - coordinates 
♦Obstacle Course:  Geographical study of lakes, valleys, mountains 
♦Circles and Cycles:  Science – the water cycle, insect life cycle 
♦Circles and Canons:  Mathematics – Geometry – fractions 
♦Visual Art:  study different designs and history of the Compass Rose 
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Supplementary Materials and Resources

Books on Music and Movement

Aronoff, Frances Webber.  Music and Young Children.  Pittsburgh:  Musik Innovations 
Publications, 1979. 

Bachmann, Marie-Laure. Dalcroze Today: An Education Through and Into Music. 
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991. 

Bayless, Kathleen and Ramsey. Music - A Way of Life for the Young Child. St. Louis: C. 
v. Mosby Co., 1982. 

Black, Julia & Moore, Stephen. The Rhythm Inside - Connecting Body, Mind and Spirit 
Through Music. Portland, OR, Rudra Press, 1997. 

Goodkin, Douglas.  Sound Ideas - Activities for the Percussion Circle. Warner Brothers 
Publications, 2002. 

Gray, Vera & Percival, R.  Music, Movement, and Mime for Children.  London:  Oxford 
University Press, 1962. 

Sally Jenkinson.  The Genius of Play - Celebrating the Spirit of Childhood.  Hawthorne 
Press, U.K. 2001. 

Katz, Susan & Thomas, Judith.  The Word in Play – Language, Music, and Movement 
in the Classroom.  Baltimore:  Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co, 2004. 
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The Language of Music and Movement

 Music 
!Music vocabulary 

♦Beat/Pulse 
♦Pitch/Melody 
♦Dynamics 
♦Tempo (speed) 
♦Meter  
♦Rhythm 
♦Harmony 
♦Timbre/Texture 
♦Articulation/Accent 

!Organizing Principles of Music = Elements 
♦Steady Beat-subdivide/elongate 
♦Meter – groupings of beats 
♦Rhythmic patterns/ostinato 
♦Form – motive, phrase, sequence, repetition, contrast, theme + variation 
♦Structure - call/response, round (canon), fugue, binary form, ABA, symphony 

!The Tools of Music are Sounds 
♦Voice – Whisper/Chant/Sing/Hum 
♦Body Percussion 
♦Musical Instruments 
♦Natural/environmental sounds 
♦Electronic sounds 

!Music processes – how to express qualities 
♦Conducting 
♦Listening 
♦Performing – Singing, Playing instruments, Improvising, Drumming 
♦Composing/Arranging 
♦Analyzing/Describing 
♦Notating/Reading 

!Music skills – how to listen and perform 
♦Tracking – visual, audio, kinesthetic 
♦Quick reaction/responsiveness  
♦Echoing 
♦Maintaining steady beat 
♦Ensemble 
♦Timing 
♦Collaboration/problem solving 
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Movement 

!Vocabulary of Movement 
♦ Body 
♦ Energy – Light ~ Strong 
♦ Space – Direct ~ Indirect 
♦ Time – Fast ~ Slow 

! Elements of Movement 
♦ Locomotion 

• run - walk - skip - hop - jump - roll - slide - tiptoe - leap - glide 
♦ Axial Movement 

• bend - twist - stretch - swing - balance 
♦ Levels 

• low - middle - high 
♦ Shapes 

• positive + negative      -      contracted + expanded      -      solo + group 
♦ Floor Pattern/Pathways 

• straight - curved - zigzag 
♦ Direction 

• backwards - sideward - diagonal - turning - right/left 
♦ Quality – “efforts” (Laban) 

• Float - Punch - Glide - Press - Dab - Wring - Flick - Slash 
♦ Body facing 

• orientation:  North-South-East-West 
!Tools of Movement 
♦ Choreography - Rhythm - Music & Accompaniment 

!Processes of Movement 
♦ Following directions 
♦ Watch others, observe self 
♦ Copying + mirroring 
♦ Leading + following 

!Skills of Movement 
♦ Movement + Stillness 
♦ Tension + Relaxation 
♦ Define/maintain personal space 
♦ Accuracy moving to beat 
♦ Responding to change in tempo 
♦ Kinesthetic awareness 
♦ Concentration and focus  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Checklists

 Accountability Checklists - John C. Carr, The Kennedy Center 

Reflecting on Ways the Arts Help Students Gain Knowledge, Develop Skill, Experience Process, 
and Gain Personal Satisfaction - Developed by John C. Carr © 1999 The Kennedy Center 

National, State, and Local Standards (the arts and other subjects) 

• Gardner’s Theory of Multiple 
Intelligences 

• Linguistic 
• Logical/Mathematical 
• Spatial 
• Musical 
• Bodily/Kinesthetic 
• Interpersonal (others) 
• Intrapersonal (self) 
• Naturalist 

• Selected Social Skills 
• Cooperating 
• Leading/following 
• Working in teams 
• Accepting responsibility 
• Compromising honorably 
• Resolving conflicts 
• Sharing the spotlight 
• Practicing self-discipline 
• Practicing tolerance 
• Using appropriate assertiveness 
• Giving/receiving praise 
• Helping others 
• Respecting ideas/opinions of 

others 
• Being a good audience member 
• Using appropriate nonverbal 

behavior 

• Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational 
Objectives 

• Knowledge 
• Comprehension (Lower Level 
• Application Thinking Skills) 

• Analysis 
• Synthesis (Higher Level 
• Evaluation Thinking Skills) 

• Selected Learning Skills 
• Brainstorming 
• Posing and testing hypotheses 
• Using convergent/divergent 

thinking 
• Discovering/making patterns 
• Generalizing/specifying 
• Focusing on/completing tasks 
• Observing 
• Gathering/prioritizing data 
• Comparing/contrasting 
• Sequencing 
• Listening/speaking/reading/

writing 
• Following directions 
• Making choices/decisions 
• Attending to time restrictions 
• Predicting 
• Categorizing 
• Thinking symbolically/

metaphorically 

• Areas of Personal Satisfaction 
• Doing a job well 
• Realizing potential 
• Recognizing capability 
• Motivating self 
• Receiving reward 
• Thinking on one’s feet 
• Enjoying work  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Self-regulatory behaviors – Barry 
Oreck, Project START ID 
Current learning theory emphasizes the 
importance of self-regulation for succeeding 
in any endeavor.  Students are self-regulated 
when they are aware of their own learning 
processes and select useful strategies to 
complete a task (Bandura, 1986, 
Zimmerman, 1989).  When students are 
engaged in challenging activities in an area 
they enjoy, they demonstrate a wide range of 
both intuitive and learned behaviors to 
achieve their goals (Baum, Owen & Oreck, 
1997; Baum, Renzulli & Hebert, 1995).  In 
many classroom activities students have  

little opportunity to self-regulate.  One of the 
most powerful benefits of using the arts in 
the classroom is that the arts can develop, 
support, and reinforce, effective learning 
behaviors and help students apply them to 
other situations.  The following list was 
compiled by watching students in music, 
dance, and theater classes.  Clearly, the same 
learning behaviors applied to classroom 
tasks would help students in any subject 
area.  The challenge for teachers is to make 
the learning active and allow for self-
regulation to occur. 

1.  Paying Attention 
• avoids distractions 
• comes back to task after interruptions 
• shows good concentration 
• listens carefully 
• follows directions 
• makes appropriate contributions and comments 

2.  Cooperating 
• works well in group activities 
• follows instructions 
• listens to, observes, and learns while interacting 

with peers and teachers 
• can negotiate and compromise with others to 

achieve a goal 

3.  Using Feedback 
• uses criticism to improve work 
• maintains corrections 
• is open to other points of view 
• evaluates own work 

4.  Problem Solving 
• is able to identify the problem 
• comes up with unique approaches to challenges 
• doesn’t stop with one answer 
• thinks for self- is not swayed by others 
• is able to identify missing information 
• relates other information and experiences to the 

problem 

5.  Being Prepared 
• does homework 
• is ready to begin the exercise or task 
• has supplies 
• remembers information and instructions 
• is organized 

6.  Taking Risks 
• offers opinions, even if they are unpopular 
• volunteers readily 
• will do or show something rather than just 

talking about it 
• is ready to try new things 
• is willing to explore difficult or vague concepts 

7.  Persevering 
• doesn’t stop when it gets hard 
• continues even when the teacher is not looking 
• exerts effort throughout the activity 
• seems to enjoy challenges 
• follows task through to completion 
• doesn’t get stopped by criticism 

8.  Asking Questions 
• asks good questions 
• is not afraid to ask when instructions or 

information is unclear 
• will pursue an area of curiosity 
• finds solutions for unanswered questions 

9.  Self-Initiating 
• takes responsibility for learning 
• moves self to a productive place to learn 
• works on task without explicit instructions from 

the teacher 
• uses own learning strategies 
• starts on own 

10.  Setting Goals 
• sets up specific interim goals to solve a problem 
• is motivated towards the goal 
• recognizes the sequence of tasks needed 
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Artist Contact Information and Biography

Terry Boyarsky, pianist, is a movement specialist, singer and ethnomusicologist who 
believes that every person is musical.  Her search for musical collaboration has led her 
into chamber music, choral singing, folk dance, coaching, accompanying dance and 
creating ceremony.  Terry has collaborated with singers and dancers across the United 
States, Canada, France, Switzerland, Venezuela. 

Terry holds a BA in experimental psychology from Reed College, a BM in Eurhythmics 
from Cleveland Institute of Music, and an MA in Ethnomusicology from Kent State 
University.  She has further training from the Dalcroze School in New York and is 
certified in Orff-Schulwerk (II). 

Terry has taught and created events for institutions such as the Dalcroze Society of 
America, American Orff-Schulwerk Society, Society for Ethnomusicology, the Cleveland 
Institute of Music, University of Hawaii, Rowe Center in Massachusetts, Kasetsat 
University in Bangkok, Thailand, Los Hipocampitos in Carrizal, Venezuela, Bard College 
Conservatory of Music, and the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. 

Terry was a Teaching Artist for almost two decades with the Center for Arts-Inspired 
Learning. She was in the first group of artists selected for the Ohio's Kennedy Center 
Collaborative, and is a Teaching Artist for Ohio Arts Council.  She presents 
professional development workshops on arts integration and Dalcroze Eurhythmics 
nationally.  She has published articles in the Orff Echo, the American Dalcroze Journal, 
Seminars in Neurology, and Teaching Artist Journal.   

Among her more creative projects was a collaboration with a Taipei puppeteer and a 
Cleveland dancer, to create “Young Dreams - Life in 3 Parts,” an intimate work of 
puppetry, dance, and improvised music, sponsored by Cleveland Foundation Creative 
Fusion Program.  She is certified by the National Center for Creative Aging and 
participated in the OAC’s “Artful Aging” Artist Residency.   

Currently Terry sings with the Cleveland Orchestra Blossom Festival Chorus and 
Choral Arts Cleveland. She teaches a course in Russian Song for Case Western Reserve 
University.  She has been performing and teaching internationally with Siberian balalaika 
virtuoso Oleg Kruglyakov as “Russian Duo” since 2007.  In July 2017, Russian Duo 
performed in Kirov, Russia. 

terryboyarsky.blog        216-932-5825        tboyarsky@ameritech.net  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Songs Used in the Workshop – Music and Words

Go ‘Round and ‘Round the Village 

Come Follow 

To Stop The Train
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